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Discover the Skylights Theater at
the Aircraft Interior Expo in Hamburg!
Skylights is presenting the Skylights Theater for the first time in public at the Aircraft Interior Expo
in Hamburg. The French start-up has developed a new in-flight entertainment system with
immersive cinema glasses, offering an experience akin to sitting right in the middle of a movie
theater, for 2D and 3D movie-viewing. Skylights solution includes also a wide range of movies,
provided by Twentieth Century Fox and DreamWorks. Already successfully tested on board of XL
Airways, the Theater is raising interest from several airlines.
Skylights officially launched its product at the Aircraft
Interior Expo in Hamburg 2016. The Skylights Theater
was presented to the public for the first time, where
expo attendees could momentarily escape the
crowded hall and enjoy a genuine cinema experience.
After a highly successful first pilot onboard of XL
Airways, the Theater will soon be available in flight
again. As XL Airways is now moving to a predeployment trial phase, two major European carriers
are also in the process of experimenting with this
service onboard their aircraft. Other airlines are
expected to move forward in the next couple months.
The Skylights Theater, specially designed portable
glasses, offers passengers a unique cinema experience
during their flight. They allow 2D/3D movie-viewing on
a wide angle screen with a black background, high
definition image, large depth of field, visual and
auditory isolation from the cabin. Wearing the Theater offers users an experience akin to sitting right
in the middle of a movie theater. The product is a brand new kind of device: it’s neither virtual reality
nor augmented reality. Immersive glasses are about recreating the cinema experience. No interactive
content, 360° views, or gaming: just great cinema.

Developed to satisfy inflight requirements (comfort, size, battery, content protection, conditioning),
it is suited for inflight use in terms of field of view, wearing comfort, portability and design. No other
immersive headset or glasses have been designed to satisfy the specific constraints of airlines.
Far more than just a device, Skylights offers a complete service to airlines. The company combines
its glasses with software, flight servicing and device management. Taking care of all the logistics
outside the aircraft, the company serves the plane with glasses conditioned and ready for passenger
use. The crew then receives the Theaters onboard to hand out to passengers, and after use, returns
them to the airline’s airport handler upon arrival. Skylights solution also includes a wide range of
movies, provided by Twentieth Century Fox and DreamWorks.
Skylights’ solution is a unique opportunity to set the airline apart from its competitors and to
complete its inflight-entertainment offer in an innovative and original way. The Skylights Theaters are
embedded in an end-to-end revenue-sharing ancillary service to make it hassle-free, cost-free, and
revenue-generating for airlines.

About the company:
Skylights is a French start-up based in Paris. It is part of the Starburst accelerator, and has recently
set up an office in the IOT Valley in Toulouse where you can find our technical team. Skylights was
founded in September 2014 by Florent Bolzinger (VP Engineering) and David Dicko (CEO) and today
boasts a team of ten. The company already works with several airlines.
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